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Abstract Let P be a set of points on the plane, and d(p, q) be the distance between a pair of points p, q in P .

For a point p ∈ P and a subset S ⊂ P with |S| ≥ 3, the 2-dispersion cost, denoted by cost2(p, S), of p with respect

to S is the sum of (1) the distance from p to the nearest point in S \ {p} and (2) the distance from p to the second

nearest point in S \ {p}. The 2-dispersion cost cost2(S) of S ⊂ P with |S| ≥ 3 is minp∈S{cost2(p, S)}. Given a set

P of n points and an integer k we wish to compute k point subset S of P with maximum cost2(S). In this paper

we give a simple 1/(4
√

3) approximation algorithm for the problem.
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1. Introduction

Many facility location problems compute locations min-

imizing some cost or distance [5], [6]. While in this paper

we consider a dispersion problem which computes locations

maximizing some cost or distance [2] [4], [7], [10] [12].

Dispersion problems has an important application for in-

formation retrieval. It is desirable to find a small subset of a

large data set, so that the small subset have a certain diver-

sity. Such a small subset may be a good sample to overview

the large data set [3], and diversity maximization has became

an important concept in information retrieval.

A typical dispersion problem is as follows. Given a set P

of points on the plane and an integer k, find k points sub-

set S of P maximizing a designated cost. If the cost is the

minimum distance between a pair of points in S then it is

called the max-min dispersion problem, and if the cost is the

sum of the distances between all pair of points in S then

it is called the max-sum dispersion problem. Unfortunately

both problems are NP-hard, even the distance satisfies the

triangle inequality [10].

In this paper we consider a recently proposed related prob-

lem called the 2-dispersion problem [8], [9]. We give a simple

approximation algorithm for the 2-dispersion problem, where

the cost of a point in S is the sum of the distances to the

nearest two points in S, and the cost of S is the minimum

cost among the costs of points in S. Intuitively we wish to lo-

cate our k chain stores so that each store is located far away

from the nearest two “rival” stores to avoid self-competition.

In [8], [9] more general variants, including max-min and max-

sum dispersion problems are studied.

In this paper we give a simple approximation algorithm for

the 2-dispersion problem defined above. Our algorithm com-

putes a 1/(4
√

3)-approximate solution for the 2-dispersion

problem. This is the first approximation algorithm for the

2-dispersion problem.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 gives some definitions. Section 3 gives our simple ap-

proximation algorithm for the 2-dispersion problem. Finally

Section 4 is a conclusion.

A preliminary version of the paper has been presented

at [1].

2. Definitions

Let P be a set of n points, and d(p, q) be the distance be-

tween a pair of points p, q in P . We assume that the distance

is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality, meaning

d(p, q) = d(q, p) and d(p, q) + d(q, r) ≥ d(p, r).

For a point p ∈ P and a subset S ⊂ P with |S| ≥ 3, the 2-

dispersion cost cost2(p, S) of p with respect to S is the sum

of (1) the distance from p to the nearest point in S \ {p}
and (2) the distance from p to the second nearest point in

S\{p}. The 2-dispersion cost cost2(S) of S ⊂ P with |S| ≥ 3

is minp∈S{cost2(p, S)}.

Given P, d and an integer k ≥ 3, the 2-dispersion problem

is the problem to find the subset S of P with |S| = k such

that the 2-dispersion cost cost2(S) is maximized.

3. Greedy Algorithm

Now we give an approximation algorithm to solve the 2-

dispersion problem. See Algorithm 1. The algorithm is a

simple greedy algorithm.

Algorithm 1 greedy(P, d, k)

compute S3 ⊂ P consisting of the three points p1, p2, p3 with

maximum cost cost2(S3)

for i = 4 to k do

find a point pi ∈ P \ Si−1 such that cost2(pi, Si−1) is maxi-

mized

Si = Si−1 ∪ {pi}

end for

output S

Now we consider the approximation ratio of the solution

obtained by the algorithm.

Let S∗ ⊂ P be the optimal solution for a given 2-dispersion

problem, and S ⊂ P the solution obtained by the algorithm

above. We are going to show cost2(S) ≥ cost2(S∗)/(4
√

3),

namely the approximation ratio of our algorithm is at least

1/(4
√

3).

Let Dp be the disk with center at p and the radius

r∗ = cost2(S∗)/(2
√

3). We have the following three lemmas.

Lemma 1 For any p ∈ P , Dp properly contains at most

two points in S∗.

Proof Assume for a contradiction that Dp properly con-

tains three points in S∗. If the three points S are locat-

ing at the corner points of the maximum equilateral triangle

properly contained in Dp then cost2(S) is maximized. Thus

cost2(S) < 2
√

3r∗ = cost2(S∗), a contradiction.

Lemma 2 For each i = 3, 4, . . . , k, cost2(pi, Si−1) ≥ r∗

holds.

Proof Clearly the claim holds for i = 3. Assume j − 1 < k

and the claim holds for each i = 3, 4, . . . , j − 1. Now we

consider for i = j. We have the following two cases.

Case 1: There is a point p∗ in S∗ \Sj−1 such that Dp∗ prop-

erly contains at most one point in Sj−1. Note that Dp∗ is the

disk with center at p∗ and the radius r∗ = cost2(S∗)/(2
√

3).

Then the distance from p∗ to the second nearest point in

Sj−1 is at least r∗ so cost2(p∗, Sj−1) ≥ r∗. Since the algo-

rithm choose pj in a greedy manner, cost2(pj , Sj−1) is also

at least r∗. Thus cost2(pj , Sj−1) ≥ r∗ holds.

Case 2: Otherwise. (For each point p∗ in S∗ \ Sj−1, Dp∗

contains at least two points in Sj−1.)

Construct direct graph G = (V, A) so that (1) V =

S∗ ∪ Sj−1, and (2) A = {(u, v)|u ∈ S∗, v ∈ Sj−1, u �=
v, and d(u, v) < r∗}.

Now we count the number |A| of direct edges. Let xab be

the number of vertices in S∗ ∩ Sj−1 having exactly a incom-

ing edges and b outgoing edges. Note that each s ∈ S∗ ∩Sj−1

has at most one incoming edges, since otherwise Ds has three

points in S∗, a contradiction to Lemma 1. Thus xab = 0 if

a ≥ 2.

Since Case 1 does not occur each vertex in S∗ \ Sj−1 has

two or more outgoing edges, however each vertex in S∗∩Sj−1

may have one or less outgoing edge.

Thus by counting outgoing edges for each vertex in S∗ ∩
Sj−1 with exactly one or zero incoming edge and exactly one

or zero outgoint edge separately, |A| ≥ 2(k−x00 −x01 −x10 −
x11) + x01 + x11.

By Lemma 1 each vertex in Sj−1 has at most two incoming

edges, so we have |A| ≤ 2(j − 1 − x00 − x01 − x10 − x11) +

x10 + x11.

If x10 = 0 then the two counting above contradict each

other, since j − 1 < k.

Otherwise, there is a vertex, say t, in S∗∩Sj−1 with exactly

one incoming edge, say (s, t), and no outgoing edge.

Now s ∈ S∗ \ Sj−1 holds, since otherwise s ∈ S∗ ∩ Sj−1

holds and there is direct edge (t, s), a contradiction. Then s

has another outgoing edge (s, t′) except (s, t).

Now t′ ∈ Sj−1 \ S∗ holds, since otherwise Ds has three

points in S∗ corresponding to s, t, t′, a contradiction to

Lemma 1.

Now t′ has exactly one incoming edge (s, t), since otherwise

t′ has another incoming edge, say (s′, t′), except (s, t′) then

cost2(s, S∗) ≤ d(s, t) + d(s, s′) ≤ 3r∗ = 3cost2(S∗)/(2
√

3) ≤
0.87cost2(S∗), a contradiction. Thus s, t, t′, (s, t) and (s, t′)

are a connected component of G, containing two vertex in
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S∗ and two vertex in Sj−1.

Remove repeatedly such connected components from G as

many as possible, let c be the number of the removal, and

G′ = (V ′, A′) be the resulting graph. In G′ similar to in G

each remaining vertex in S∗ \ Sj−1 has two or more outgoing

edges, and each remaining vertex in Sj−1 has at most two

incoming edges. Now x10 = 0 but x00, x01, x11 are remained

as it was.

We have |A′| ≥ 2(k − 2c − x00 − x01 − x11) + x01 + x11 and

|A′| ≤ 2(j − 1 − 2c − x00 − x01 − x11) + x11, a contradiction,

since k > j − 1.

Thus Case 2 never occurs.

Lemma 3 For each i = 3, 4, . . . , k, cost2(Si) ≥ r∗/2 holds.

Proof Clearly the claim holds for i = 3. Assume that

j − 1 < k and the claim holds for each i = 3, 4, . . . , j − 1.

Now we consider for i = j.

To prove cost2(Sj) ≥ r∗/2 we only need to show that for

any three points u, v, w in Sj , d(u, v) + d(u, w) ≥ r∗/2. We

have the following four cases.

If none of u, v, w is pj , then d(u, v) + d(u, w) ≥ r∗/2 is

clearly held as it was held in Sj−1.

If u is pj , then by Lemma 2 d(pj , v) + d(pj , w) ≥
cost2(pj , Sj−1) ≥ r∗. Thus d(u, v) + d(u, w) ≥ r∗/2 holds.

If v is pj , assume for a contradiction that d(u, pj) +

d(u, w) < r∗/2. Then clearly d(u, pj) = d(pj , u) < r∗/2

and by the triangle inequality d(pj , w) ≤ d(pj , u)+d(u, w) =

d(u, pj) + d(u, w) < r∗/2. Then cost2(pj , Sj−1) ≤ d(pj , u) +

d(pj , w) < r∗, a contradiction to Lemma 2. Thus if v is pj

then d(u, pj) + d(u, w) ≥ r∗/2 holds.

If w is pj , then we can prove the claim in a similar manner

to the case v is pj .

Since Sk = S, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4 cost2(S) ≥ cost2(S∗)/(4
√

3).

Thus the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 is at least

1/(4
√

3).

Is the approximation ratio above best possible? We now

provide an example for which our algorithm computes a so-

lution with approximation ratio asymptotically 1/4. See

an example in Fig.1. P = {q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, r, s} and

k = 6 for which our algorithm computes a solution S =

{q1, q2, . . . , q6}, where the points are chosen in this order.

The distances between points are as follows. d(q1, q2) =

d(q2, q3) = d(q3, q1) = 1. q5 is the midpoint between

q1 and q2. q6 is on the line segment between q1 and q3

and d(q1, q6) = 0.75 and d(q3, q6) = 0.25. Finally we set

d(q1, r) = d(q2, s) = d(q3, q4) = ε, where ε is small enough.

Note that cost2(S) = cost2(q3, S) ≤ 0.25 + ε while

cost2(S∗) = 1 for S∗ = {q1, q2, q3, q4, r, s}. Thus the ap-

proximation ratio is 1/4.

Thus we still have a chance to improve the approximation
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1 An example of a solution S = {q1, q2, . . . , q6} with approxi-

mation ratio 1/4.

ratio of our simple greedy algorithm, or we can find an ex-

ample of P for which our algorithm generates a solution with

approximation ratio smaller than 1/4.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a simple 1/(4
√

3)−approximation

algorithm to solve the 2-dispersion problem. The running

time of the algorithm is O(n3).
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